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Perturbation of water by intense light-induced fields of picosecond duration
and ion-induced fields of attosecond duration

V. R. Bhardwaj,1 F. A. Rajgara,1 K. Vijayalakshmi,1 V. Kumarappan,1 D. Mathur,1 and A. K. Sinha2
1Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Homi Bhabha Road, Mumbai 400 005, India

2Nuclear Science Centre, Post Box 10502, Aruna Asaf Ali Marg, New Delhi 110 067, India
~Received 25 February 1998!

The possibility of subjecting molecules to intense electric fields of ultrashort duration using fast beams of
highly charged ions is explored. The morphology of dissociative ionization of H2O in intense fields of pico-
second and attosecond duration is found to be significantly different. Such fields, produced in laser-H2O
interactions and in collisions with 50–100 MeV Si31,81 ions, are of approximately the same magnitude but
have different directional properties.@S1050-2947~99!04304-8#

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Hz, 33.20.2t
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The behavior of matter in external fields that are as str
as the internal Coulombic fields within atoms and molecu
is a subject of much contemporary interest. Such str
fields are generated by tightly focusing light from inten
lasers capable of producing light pulses of picosecond
femtosecond duration. In the context of molecular syste
these time scales are of importance in the context of typ
rotational and vibrational time periods~tens of picoseconds
and tens of femtoseconds, respectively!. Moreover, the linear
polarization vector of such light also specifies the direct
of the intense field that is applied. Experiments on inte
field-molecule interactions are powerful probes of molecu
dynamics in the nonperturbative regime. Can such dynam
be probed in intense fields that are of even shorter durat

It is the purpose of this paper to explore this possibility
using fast beams of highly charged ions. The corresponde
of ion-induced fields to those produced by intense lig
pulses is not straightforward, but the prospect of broaden
horizons for intense-field-induced dynamics to subfemtos
ond time scales was alluring enough for us to undertake s
ies of the similarities and differences between ion- and lig
induced fields, and the effect these might have on
morphology of field-induced dissociative ionization~DI! of
simple molecules. By way of illustration, we focus attenti
on the H2O molecule. Exposure of H2O to high voltages, to
surfaces and interfaces, or to certain solutes, can give ris
local and far-ranging structural effects that influence the
ergy, entropy and molecular dynamics. Studies of fie
perturbed H2O are important in diverse environmental a
technological areas, and in the chemical and biological
ences@1#, and intrinsically, because strong fields are kno
to induce nonlinear phenomena such as self-focusing
supercontinuum production@2#. As shown below, H2O is
also an apt molecule for our experiments from the viewpo
of untangling the effects of the directional properties of t
applied field from its magnitude.

We have collided H2O with 50–100 MeV Si31,81 ions in
order to generate intense electric fields ofattoseconddura-
tion while picosecond-duration fields were generated us
35-ps wide light pulses~wavelength 532 nm! from an
Nd:YAG laser that were focused to;30 mm. In our experi-
ments, H2O was introduced into the field-irradiation zone
an effusive beam. Ions formed were analyzed by time-
flight ~TOF! spectrometry.
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In exploring the correspondence of ion-induced fields
light-induced ones, it is useful to consider three ion-veloc
regimes. For relativistic ion beams~energy; GeV/nucleon,
b5v/c;1), the Weizsa¨cker-Williams equivalent photon
picture @3# equates the effect of the fields to two, orthog
nally directed photon pulses. Applications of su
equivalent-light pulses to studies of atomic ionization ha
recently attracted attention@4#. In the limit of zero-velocity
ions (b50), the field-H2O interaction is simply Coulombic
a field magnitude of 0.1 a.u. results if Si31 is at an impact
parameter,b53 Å. Our experiments were conducted in th
intermediate regime and impact energies that were
enough (;100 MeV,b;0.04) to ensure that the electric an
magnetic field components associated with the ion beam
not form an electromagnetic wave as the latter compon
was deficient byb. In our case, we simply define an effe
tive intensity (I e) experienced by the target molecule
terms of the Poynting vector:I e(t)5(1/mo)uEW (t)3BW (t)u. At
our laser intensities,I e;1013 W cm22, the corresponding
applied fields are;0.05 a.u.

For our ion-impact conditions, the variation ofI e(t) with
time ~shown in Fig. 1! is a sharply peaked function, with
half-width of ;30 as; the peak intensity depends on imp
parameterb. For b;3 Å, the ion-induced field is equivalen
to 1013–1014 W cm22 ~similar in magnitude to our laser
induced fields!. As a function of the angle that the directio
of the field vector with the center of the H2O target, how-
ever, the variation is slow, with a half-width of 90°. Th
constitutes one essential difference between laser- and
induced fields; although in terms of magnitude the two fie
may be considered equivalent, the directional properties
the two cases are very different. The ion-induced fields,
stead of being linearly polarized, are more akin to elliptic
polarization as far as directional properties are concerned
the context of the equivalence of the two types of fields
recall that the magnitude of laser-induced field also exhib
a time dependence that is governed by the Gaussian tem
profile of the laser pulse.

In comparing equivalent-field ion- and laser-induced
patterns it is necessary to quantifyI e . For this, a limiting
value ofb has to be deduced for each ion-collision spectru
However, in the case of molecular targets,b remains an elu-
3105 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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sive parameter. The range of impact parameters that c
into play manifests itself in the mean recoil energy (Er)
imparted to each product; the experimental manifestatio
in the width of individual TOF peaks. We measuredEr of
the parent H2O1 ion ~40 meV for H2O-Si81 collisions! to
deduce alower limit of b using the established method@5#
based on Olson’s classical trajectory Monte Carlo techni
@6# to deduce the impact parameter dependence of mul
ionization transition probabilities in fast-ion collisions.
value of 3 Å was obtained as the lower limit forb; a some-
what smaller value was obtained for Si31 impact because
treating this projectile as a point charge is less valid. T
field generated at the target in H2O-Si31 collisions might,
therefore, be larger than indicated in Fig. 1. Collisions t
occur at lower values ofb give rise to recoil energies far in
excess ofEr and can be discriminated against by enhanc
the angular resolution with which recoil ions are monitor
at 90° with respect to the Siq1 beam. We confirmed the
veracity of the method for deducing the lower limit ofb by
confirming values of total cross sections for formation
low-energy Arq1 recoils (q51 –10) measured in the sam
apparatus.

Electron capture and loss processes also complicate
deduction ofb values for production of recoil ions inq states
(q.1). Measurements conducted in our apparatus c
firmed that for Siq1(q53 –12), direct ionization dominates
~For example, in the case of Si101-Ar collisions, the direct
ionization cross section for, say, Ar41 recoil-ion formation
was 8310217 cm2; corresponding cross sections includin
1-electron loss and capture were 3310218 and 7
310219 cm2, respectively@7#.!

The contributions of single ionization processes to the

FIG. 1. Calculation of field intensities~top panel! experienced
by H2O in collision with fast Si31 and Si81 ions at an impact
parameter of 3 Å. The time dependence of the effective inten
has a half-width of;30 as. The corresponding light-induced fie
intensity has a Gaussian temporal profile with a half-width of 35
The bottom panel shows the ion field’s directional properties
pressed in terms of the angle between the field vector and th
atom in water.
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patterns obtained in H2O-Si31,81 collisions and with a laser
field are shown in Fig. 2. The relative intensities
H1,OH1, and O1 in the two ion-impact spectra indicate
decrease in the degree of fragmentation in the case of S81

collisions. Most dramatically, the O1 yield reduces to
,0.5% of H2O1 from ;20% obtained with Si31 impact.
With picosecond laser fields, the significant feature in the
pattern is that the H1 fragment is marginally more prolific
than the parent H2O1 ion, with almost total suppression o
O1 yield. The fragment ion yields, except for O1, are a little
enhanced in the case of laser-field data but the almost-
yield of O1 ions is somewhat akin to the DI pattern obtain
with Si81.

The fast ion-H2O interaction is likely to involve mostly
the electronic degrees of freedom: dissociation due to di
transfer of energy to nuclear degrees of freedom is unlike
Consequently, the ion-induced DI pattern manifests ioni
tion of H2O into various charge states. Ionization involvin
inner-shell excitation is almost independent of project
charge state@8# whereas if only valence-shell electrons a
involved, the cross section falls with increasing collision e
ergy, in conformity with the Born approximation. In our ex
periments we did not probe the relative importance
valence- and inner-shell processes, although the forme
likely to dominate the overall dynamics. Si81 ions might,
therefore, be expected to produce somewhat less ioniza
than Si31 on the basis of the collision energy being doub
On the other hand, the extent to which H2O is multiply ion-
ized would be expected to increase with collision ener
Formation of H2Oq1 ions, with q>2, would result in an
increased yield of O ions in high charge states. We probe
aspect by comparing, in Fig. 3, the yield of Oq1 ~relative to
H2O1) obtained with the two projectiles. Two contrastin
facets of this comparison are noteworthy:~i! The overall
yield of Oq1(q.1) relative to H2O1 is, somewhat counter
intuitively, an order of magnitude less for higher-ener

ty

.
-
O

FIG. 2. Mass spectra obtained with Si31 and Si81 projectiles
and with laser pulses of wavelength 532 nm and time duration
ps.
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Si81-H2O collisions.~ii ! On the other hand, the distributio
of q-values show that the yield of Oq1(q.2) obtained with
Si31 decreases withq whereas for Si81 there is a substantia
enhancement of the higher charge states relative to O21. The
dynamical interactions are obviously complex even when
tosecond time scales imply purely electronic interactions
time scales that are shorter than rotational and vibratio
periods. Both the intensity of the applied fields as well
their time duration have important implications for the d
namics. Analysis of the DI patterns in terms of zero-fie
structural properties of H2O are inapplicable because of th
gross distortions of potential energy surfaces that the inte
fields would induce. DI patterns have recently been int
preted within the framework of molecular orbital energies@9#
but application of fields that last for, say 30 attosecon
implies an energy uncertainty of;22 eV. This makes quan
tal treatments of DI processes with conventional molecu
states irrelevant in the present case.

Further work is clearly necessary in order to gain insig
In contrast to the situation with Si31,81 ions, at laser inten-
sities of ;1013 W cm22 no evidence was found of highl
charged fragment ions at yield levels of a few percent. O
data indicate that single ionization of H2O, followed by
H-OH bond cleavage, is the dominant channel in our la
fields, in contrast to the multiple-ionization scenario d
cussed in the case of fast ion impact. Is the lack of simila
of DI patterns obtained at two equivalent field magnitud
due to differences in the directional properties of the field
is it ascribable to differences in the interaction times?

We first consider the implications of differences in t
directional properties of the light- and ion-induced fields
the context of the water molecule. As noted above, H2O
molecules were exposed tolinearly polarized laser light,

FIG. 3. Time-of-flight spectra of Oq1 ions obtained with Si31

and Si81 projectiles. The channel number is proportional to t
ions’ flight time.
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with the corresponding field having a well-defined, tim
independent direction whereas the direction of the io
induced field changes in the course of the interaction~Fig.
1!. It is known that the interaction of initially randomly ori
ented molecules with linearly polarized light can result
their spatial alignment prior to DI@10# due to the interaction
of the laser’s electric field vector with the anisotropy of m
lecular polarizability (a); the resulting induced dipole mo
ment exerts a torque on the molecules such that diatom
and linear triatomics tend to align their internuclear ax
along the field direction. At laser intensities o
;1013 W cm22, the field-molecule interaction energy ove
whelms the field-free rotational energy@10# and the extent of
alignment depends ona and the field intensity. For H2O,
however, recent angle-resolved experiments at these inte
ties @11# have shown that both O1 and OH1 fragments pos-
sessisotropic angular distributions. The relative magnitud
of the components of the induced dipole moment that
parallel and perpendicular to the molecular symmetry a
influence the angular distributions and calculations show
although the parallel component of the dipole moment
creases with field magnitude, and the perpendicular com
nent decreases marginally, the perpendicular compon
dominates up to field magnitudes of;0.1 a.u., much larger
than the fields in our measurements (;0.05 a.u.!. The inter-
action potential under such conditions has minima at690°
and, as a result, would induce H2O to be spatially oriented in
a direction that is perpendicular to the applied field@11#.
When the field is applied along the symmetry axis, the p
pendicular component is zero and the molecule would t
to align in the field direction. Consequently, when a field
applied to a randomly oriented ensemble of H2O molecules,
as the interaction potentials have minima in orthogonal
rections, the net torque experienced by the molecules is n
ligible. H2O molecules are, therefore, not aligned in any p
ferred direction when they interact with linearly polarize
electric fields.This leads us to postulate that the direction
properties of the applied fields do not significantly determ
the intense-field DI dynamics ofH2O. Consideration of inter-
action times might, therefore, be pivotal in attempts to g
insight into the differences between ion- and light-induc
DI patterns.

In summary, we have explored the possiblity of using f
beams of highly charged ions to irradiate molecules w
intense, attosecond-long electric fields. Such fields are s
lar to laser-induced ones in that both have time-depend
magnitudes~Gaussian for laser-induced fields, and depe
dent on impact parameter and velocity for ion-induced one!.
Comparison of DI patterns obtained using ion-induced a
light-induced fields of approximately the same magnitu
reveal intriuging similarities and differences that ought
encourage further explorations. It is clear that the dynam
of field-induced ionization and fragmentation of even
simple triatomic like water is very complex and more wo
is mandatory before insights can be developed. We beli
that the present morphological findings provide useful gui
posts for further experiments and more elaborate theore
treatments.
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